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I wish I could define 
All the thoughts that cross my mind
They seem to big for me to chose
I don't know which ones to lose
When I, fallen down so far
I think I never see your light 
Bouncing off of me
Shining down here from your eyes

Chorus
Help me figure out the difference 
Between right and wrong
Weak and strong
Taken that were I belong
Help me make the right decisions
Know which way to turn
This is the earn
Justify but this is he

It's like I've got the same notes crossed
The message is I can't decode
Half asleep never wide awake and you knw I
Complete overload
I got so much information here 
And nothing I can really grasp
I should know the truth
But I'm to afraid so I have to ask

Chorus

Wanna know you
More than anything
Don't reach you
In my every dream your there for me
You know me
Who I am, no angel
Just an ordinary man

Help me figure out why I'm stuck in the middle
Trying to understand why I can't
Christ is such a riddle
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Got my eyes crossed
Think your so hot
And i know I'm missing but I'm not
Can you help me sort out
All this information
I'm just recking my brain
Paying attention
But I'm still lost
And it all cost
I...I gotta know
Gotta know ohoh

Chorus

Help me figure out why I'm stuck in the middle
Trying to understand why I can't
Christ is such a riddle
Got my eyes crossed
Think your so hot
And i know I'm missing but I'm not
Can you help me sort out
All this information
I'm just recking my brain
Paying attention
But I'm still lost
And it all cost
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